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Abstract

In this study we collect information on what economists would suggest for reducing German

unemployment� This was done by conducting a detailed survey containing �� measures at

two conferences of di�erent kind� One conference was a small conference at the Humboldt�

University in Berlin attended by leading researchers on the German labor market� the other

the ���� Meeting of the European Economic Association� We statistically identify a set of

measures that is viewed superior to the remaining ones independently of the survey chosen� In

a similar way� the responses allow to identify a set of measures that should be avoided� These

lists were obtained by recursively applying the Friedman test which is based on individual

rankings of survey participants� While the former set of measures contains a selective group of

institutional reforms and supply	side policies� the latter is dominated by demand	management

policies�
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� Introduction and Overview

The high level of unemployment and its persistence in European countries has become the most
pressing social� political and economic problem in the ����s� It involves an immense loss of human
resources� output and is a source of poverty and inequality �see Snower ������ for an excellent
recent analysis of the European unemployment problem�� In addition� it puts much pressure on
the generous European social security systems� which were mostly designed in the ����s� when
joblessness was a negligible issue� While some countries� like Denmark� The Netherlands and
the UK� have introduced extensive labor market reforms already during the ����s and managed
to reduce their unemployment rates to 	
� per cent� the jobless rates in other countries like for
instance Germany� France� Italy and Spain have risen steadily well above �� per cent� Figure �
displays the OECD standardized unemployment rates for the U�S�� the U�K� and The Netherlands�
as representatives of the �rst group� and for Germany� It may however be a naive prescription
to the second group of countries to pursue the same reforms taken by the former group� since
unemployment has a large variety of causes and hence di�erent sets of policy measures may be
suitable for di�erent labor markets�

Despite the large volume of high quality publications on solving the unemployment problem� most
theoretical and empirical contributions tend at best to come up with vague policy recommendations�
which are often not politically implementable� On the other hand� politicians and bureaucrats
rather tend to rely on political intuition than on rigorous economic analysis� or on economic
advisors� who are in many cases caught in the dogma of either a Keynesian demand
management or
a neoclassical supply
side policy� However� there exists a wide spread consensus among economists
that �ghting joblessness necessitates an approach which integrates a large range of interacting
measures and policies� Blanchard et al� ����� title this a two
handed approach�

Recently� one observes for Germany a stronger involvement of academics in policy� The �Petersberg
declaration� which was signed by six economists may serve as a recent example�� While such
engagement is desirable and important� it re�ects only the view of the involved authors� This
immediately raises the question what other experts think and recommend� In other words� do
there exist views on treating the unemployment problem that are common to a larger number of
experts�

It is the goal of this study to provide a �rst answer to this question by collecting and summarizing
the opinions of leading academic experts on the German labor market� As a �rst step we con

ducted a survey among � prominent labor market economists who work empirically on German
labor markets and participated in a conference on �Germany�s Labor Market �GLM� Problems� An
Empirical Assessment� which was organized by the Sonderforschungsbereich �SFB ���� at Hum

boldt University in Berlin at the end of August ����� The participants were invited based on the
quality of contributed papers�

In addition� we conducted this survey among the ��� participants of the annual Meeting of the
European Economic Association �EEA� held at the Humboldt and the Free University in Berlin at
the beginning of September ����� Since the number of returned questionnaires was disappointingly
low� the EEA sample is by no means representative for the participants of the EEA ���� Congress
and no conclusions on the dominating opinions of European economists should be drawn� We
nevertheless include the results here to obtain an impression how they compare to the survey of
labor market experts collected at the labor market conference in Berlin a few days earlier�

Technically� the questionnaire lists a range of measures and some general statements that each
respondent has to evaluate on an ordinal scale� In addition� the surveys also asked which measures
the participants think of as being particularly relevant for the New German States ��Neue L�ander���
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For the statistical identi�cation of sets of measures which the participants evaluate as being the
most �or least� e�ective in �ghting unemployment in Germany� we used a statistical procedure
based on the Friedman test ������� This test based on rankings allows each respondent to have
her own perception of the ordinal scale and is therefore well suited for the present problem�

As a result� we identify sets of policies which are evaluated as being most �or least� e�ective in
�ghting German unemployment in both surveys� Moreover� these sets are very similar� Table �
below lists all measures that are included in the top set� In a similar way� we �nd sets of measures
that should be avoided� Again� they are surprisingly similar across surveys and are shown in Table
� below� Therefore� the surveys provide a good impression of what �labor� economists identify
as being the most pressing problems and possible remedies on German labor markets although it
would be presumptuous to claim that the surveys o�er an agenda for a labor market reform in
Germany�

Section � describes the questionnaire and some details on obtained data sets analyzed in this study�
section � discusses some methodological issues and presents the tests used to evaluate the proposed
measures� Finally� section 	 reports results with a short discussion of the �ndings and section 
concludes�

� The Questionnaire

The intention of the surveys was to obtain straight and clear expert statements on which measures
are viewed the most e�ective to signi�cantly lower German unemployment by taking advantage of
the presence of such a large number of highly quali�ed economists and labor market researchers
in Berlin� Therefore� the questionnaire tries to capture a wide �and fairly exhaustive� range of
measures which have been proposed in academic research� policy and the public� The survey is
structured into two main parts� one where the respondents were asked to evaluate � measures with
respect to their e�ectiveness to lowering unemployment� within a range of ��ine�ective to 	�most
e�ective� Moreover� the participants could indicate whether these measures are expected to be
particularly relevant for the New German States� A second set contains �� general statements�
in which the participants were asked whether they strongly disagree ���� or strongly agree ��	��
The intermediate values signal simple agreement�disagreement or indi�erence�

The various measures were classi�ed into the six following policy headings�


 tax reduction measures�



 reform of the social security net�


 deregulation and growth policies�


 wage policies�


 labor market regulation�reform�


 active labor market policies �ALMP��


 and aggregate demand policies�

The general statements aim at obtaining a general impression on the main causes of German
unemployment� on the degree of optimism for a quick but substantial reduction� the relationship
of unemployment and poverty� Since various work sharing schemes have been intensively discussed
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in public in Germany� two general statements are devoted to them� followed by three on whether
unemployment is thought to be primarily an economic� political or social problem in Germany�

Finally� we included some questions concerning personal and job characteristics� In particular� the
respondents were asked to provide information on their age� sex� country of residence� whether
they work in �non�academia� their position �or profession� and their �eld of expertise� Given the
smaller number of conference participants� we restricted these questions to whether the country
of residence is Germany or not in the survey undertaken at the GLM conference� Moreover� the
GLM questionnaires o�ered some space for comments and suggestions which was hardly used by
the participants� The complete EEA questionnaire is found in the Appendix�

The questionnaires contain some cross�checks to test for the �rationality� of respondents� For
example� one question concerned a higher centralization of the wage bargaining process� another
proposed decentralization� Or in the �rst category �tax reduction measures� we asked whether
a lower tax on labor income and a reduction of consumption taxes would be e�ective in �ghting
unemployment� Giving both a high priority would not be realistic on budgetary reasons�

The survey form was included in the welcome package of the conferences� and participants were
asked to drop their questionnaire into one of several ballot
boxes at the conference venues�

The number of returned questionnaires was �� for the GLM and 	� for the EEA conference� In
both samples� some survey participants did not answer all questions so that there are � and ��
complete questionnaires of the GLM and EEA survey� respectively� Due to the small number of
returned questionnaires� we did not much investigate di�erences between subsets in each sample
as they become very small� For example� there �� ��� and �� ���� participants residing inside
�outside� Germany� respectively�

� Methodological Issues

The goal of our survey is to identify the most promising measures to defeat unemployment� There

fore� we are interested in ranking the � measures and in determining the statistical signi�cance
of a derived ranking� To do so� one has to �nd suitable statistical methods for summarizing the
individual responses� In the present survey each question has to be evaluated on the ordinal scale
��������	� Therefore� methods requiring cardinal scaling like the mean are only meaningful if one
additionally assumes linearity� We proceed without the linearity assumption�

A ranking only makes sense if there exist statistically signi�cant di�erences in the evaluation of the
measures� Therefore� the �rst step is to test the null hypothesis of no di�erences in the proposed
measures� This can be done by using the Friedman test �Friedman� ������� Its null hypothesis
postulates that each of N subjects�participants assigns a purely random ranking to s di�erent
objects�measures� The alternative states that there is some agreement among the subjects�

In its original form� the Friedman test requires that each subject delivers a complete ranking of the
s objects� A complete ranking excludes rankings where two or more objects are viewed as being
equal� Since asking for a complete ranking of � measures would have substantially lowered the
response rate� the questionnaire only asks for an incomplete ranking since at least some of the 
possibilities ������� or 	 for evaluating each question have to be used several times� If one observes
the same value for di�erent objects� one obtains ties� A standard way to treat ties is to compute
midranks for the tied objects� Midranks have the nice property not to change the total sum of
ranks which is ���s�s� ��� As an illustration consider in Table � the responses of one subject to
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Table �� Ranking the response of one subject

measure A B C D E F
response � 	 � � � �
ranking � � 	� 	� � �

six measures denoted A to F and where the responses of measure C and D are tied� Here� the
ranking with the highest value identi�es the best measure�

At this point we would like to emphasize once more that directly comparing the responses of two
subjects may be misleading since di�erent participants may apply the ordinal scale di�erently�
This can be avoided by comparing individual rankings instead using the Friedman test statistic� It
is based on a simple idea� If the participants answer completely randomly� then the average rank
Ri � ��N

PN

j�� Rij of all �mid�ranks Rij over all participants j � �� � � � � � N assigned to measure
i should be about the same for all measures i � �� �� � � � � s� In other words� it should be close
to the overall average R � ��s

Ps

��
Ri� The Friedman test is now based on the sum of squared

distances
Ps

i���Ri �R�� After a suitable normalization and adjustments for ties� one obtains the
test statistic �see for example Lehmann� ���� Chapter ��

Q� �
����Ns�s� ���

Ps

i�� R
�

i � �N�s� ��

��
PN

j��

Pej
k���d

�

kj � dkj���Ns�s� � ���
���

where ej denotes the number of distinct response values used by subject j� and dkj denotes the
number of observations that are associated with each of the ej distinct values k � �� �� � � � � ej � If the
N subjects rank the s objects randomly� then the test statistic should be close to zero� Therefore�
the null hypothesis is rejected if Q� becomes too large� Provided sN � ��� the null distribution
can be well approximated by the ��
distribution with s� � degrees of freedom�

If the null is rejected� then at least one measure is evaluated di�erently from the remaining ones
although there may be more� In order to identify the signi�cant di�erences� we suggest the following
procedure� First� one ranks all measures according to their average ranks Ri� Then� the null
hypothesis of random responses is tested with all measures except the one ranked last� If the worst
measure is the only one viewed di�erently from the others� the test should no longer reject the
null� If there are more di�erences� however� the null should be rejected again� One then repeats
the modi�ed Friedman test with the next worst measure left until one can no longer reject� The
remaining measures can then no longer be statistically di�erentiated with this test and hence the
ranking for those should not be interpreted�

Although this is a sequential testing procedure where one looses control over the overall signi�cance
level� wrong decisions do not pile up here� If one erroneously rejects the null and continues testing�
then it is very likely to reject the null in the next iterations so that one may expect that the set
of no di�erent measures may not become much smaller than the true one� A more severe problem
is that the procedure is conditioned on the estimated ranking� Strictly speaking the test results
are only valid taking the ranking as given� On the other hand� the procedure is easy� Alternative
procedures require to conduct all possible paired comparisons as investigated by David ������ or
McDonald and Thompson �������

In analyzing surveys a standard problem is the treatment of missing responses� Since the Friedman
test requires a ranking of all s measures� a missing response of subject j to one of the s measures
requires the deletion of subject j from the sample �method a�� since one cannot obtain any ranking

	



of all s objects� If one is willing to make additional assumptions other treatments are possible that
avoid the deletion of subjects� In case of the present survey� one may for example assume that
no response means �ine�ective� or �strongly disagree� �� �� method b��� or unconditional average
response �� �� method c��� In the analysis of the measures all three variants are compared�

� Survey Results

Sets of Measures

We �rst state the main results which we obtained by applying the statistical testing procedures
described in the previous section� They supply sets of measures which the respondents of the ques

tionnaires label as being most �or least� e�ective in �ghting German unemployment� Table � lists
eight measures that were considered to be the most e�ective by the participants of both surveys at
GLM and at EEA� These measures consist of promoting part
time work� stricter administration of
unemployment bene�ts� more public investment in education and training� reducing social security
contributions� enhanced monitoring of the unemployed� increased dispersion of wages� increasing
training and quali�cation programs and deregulating small businesses� The composition of this set
of top listed measures underlines the need for a well designed mixture of economic policies for a
successful reduction of unemployment�

As can be seen from column three of Table �� these top measures belong to six di�erent categories of
economic policies listed in the questionnaire� One may note that only the categories �social safety
net� and �deregulation and growth� are represented twice� Thus� there is not a single category of
measures that should be pursued �rst� It also shows that using a detailed questionnaire has been
useful since asking only for the categories would not have provided much information�

Some measures were only top listed for one survey� The GLM participants would like to increase
decentralization of wage bargaining while the EEA survey suggests instead to reduce overall wages
and unemployment bene�t levels�

Table �� Top ranked measures

Survey Measures Category
deregulation�promotion of part
time work Labor market regulation
stricter administration of unemployment bene�ts Social safety net
more public investment for education and training Deregulation and growth

GLM � EEA reduction of social security contributions Tax reduction
enhanced monitoring of unemployed Social safety net
increased dispersion of wages Wages
increase in training and quali�cation programs ALMP
deregulation of small business Deregulation and growth

only GLM increased decentralization of wage bargaining Wages
only EEA reduction of overall real wages Wages

reduction of unemployment bene�t levels Social safety net

The two surveys also agree on some economic policies that should be strongly avoided� They are
listed in Table � and include the reduction of �standard� weekly hours� increased centralization of





Table �� Bottom ranked measures
Survey Measures Category

reduction of �standard� weekly hours Labor market regulation
GLM � EEA increased centralization of wage bargaining Wages

more expansionary monetary policy Aggregate demand
exchange rate depreciation Aggregate demand

only GLM reduction of consumption taxes Tax reduction
more expansionary �scal policy Aggregate demand

only EEA incentives for discouragement of overtime Labor market regulation

wage bargaining� more expansionary monetary policy and exchange rate depreciation� Reduction
of consumption taxes and more expansionary �scal policy is evaluated as being inne�ective in the
opinion of the GLM participants while EEA survey participants question the usefulness of incentives
for discouragement of overtime� Overall� this is a vote against �aggregate demand policies��

We now turn to a more detailed discussion of the survey results and show how we obtained Tables
� and �� In computing the Friedman statistic ��� for testing the null hypothesis of no statistical
di�erences in the recommendation of measures� the average rank Ri is computed� In Figure � all �
measures are ranked in decreasing order with respect to their average rank obtained from the GLM
survey� The average ranks are represented by the thick monotone decreasing line� Note that for the
average rank one has � � Ri � � with � being the best� The substantial deviations of the average
rankings of the best and worst measures from the overall average �� underline graphically the
statistical rejection of the null hypothesis �all measures being equal� at any reasonable signi�cance
level� Moreover� one obtains the desired ranking in a natural way�

Average ranks resulting from the EEA survey are plotted into Figure � using a dashed thick line�
The null hypothesis �all measures being equal� is also rejected at any reasonable signi�cance level�
It is found to be similar to the GLM results although some important di�erences occur� �Reduction
of unemployment bene�ts� and �reduction of overall real wages� are top listed for the EEA survey
only while �decentralization of wage bargaining� is favored by the GLM�

Figure � also shows the results on the relevance of the measures for the New German States� The
thin solid and dashed lines in Figure � denote the percentage of those survey participants who
evaluated a measure as ��relevant� Due to the construction of the variable� it is impossible to
obtain an individual ranking and apply the Friedman test� Inspecting the thin solid line for the
GLM sample� one �nds a strong preference for the �reduction of overall real wages�� followed by
�subsidies for low wage earners�� �infrastructure investment� and �public employment programs��
The EEA survey participants have the same top preference for the �reduction of overall real
wages� but di�er markedly with respect to the following ones where they would like to see �more
decentralized wage bargaining�� Only the last measure is also included in the top list for GLM of
Table �� This may indicate that solving the unemployment problem in the New States requires
somewhat di�erent economic policies�

In order to arrive at Table �� we applied the iterative procedure based on the Friedman test as
described in the previous section to the top ranked measure for each survey being �deregulation
of part
time work� for the GLM and �stricter administration of unemployment bene�ts� for the
EEA� Then� we excluded measure by measure starting from the bottom until the Friedman test ���
no longer rejected at the � signi�cance level� At this point we considered all remaining measures
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as being equal� All measures that occurred in both sets for the GLM and EEA are listed in the
top section of Table ��

In order to obtain robust results� the measures included in Tables � and � represent the intersection
of all three missing treatments as described at the end of Section �� For example� for the GLM
survey� the results in Table � are identical with missing method c� while this method would include
more measures in the top list for the EEA survey� All graphs display results that were obtained
with missing method c�� The corresponding graphs based on treatments � a� and b�� look very
similar and are hence not reported�

The equivalence of measures was not only investigated for the top ranked ones but also for all
others by starting the procedure at the second best� third best and so on� Figures � and 	 show
the results for the GLM and EEA survey� respectively� where for all measures below one single
bar the null of statistical equivalence cannot be rejected� The shorter a bar� the more pronounced
are the di�erences of the included measures to the remaining ones� For the GLM survey one �nds
in Figure � that the measures at the top and at the bottom are markedly di�erent while this is
less pronounced for the EEA survey results in Figure 	� Note that Figure 	 shows the ranking of
measures according to the EEA survey�

Table � was obtained similarly with the main di�erence that the iterations dropped the best
measure �rst� the second best next and so on while keeping the measure ranked last �xed�

So far we have been interested in obtaining results that are representative for each survey or even
for both� Alternatively� one may ask whether there exist noticeable di�erences across subgroups
of survey participants� Figure  shows the average ranks computed for participants residing either
in Germany or elsewhere in comparison to the average ranks for all participants� One �nds some
substantial di�erences although they may be due to the small number of only nine members
in the group �Living outside Germany�� This group emphasizes in particular a �reduction of
unemployment bene�ts�� Another cause for the di�erences could be that participants from outside
Germany have di�erent information on German labor market institutions�

Di�erences between the subgroups Germans and non
Germans are much smaller for the EEA sam

ple� Although one may attribute this to the more balanced subgroup sizes or smaller information
asymmetries� this may also be due to predominating views in one subgroup� For example� the
largest di�erence in the average rank is observed for the �introduction of pro�t
sharing schemes��
In any case� all the comparatively large di�erences refer to measures that are not included in the
top list of Table ��

Much larger variations occur if one classi�es the participants by �elds of expertise in the EEA
sample� Due to the small number of returned questionnaires� we distinguish four major �elds� i�
macro and international macro ��� respondents� � ii� labor �� respondents�� iii� public �nance ���
respondents�� and iv� others ��� respondents�� Figure � displays the average ranks for i� to iii�
and the overall values� It is found that the labor economists di�er most severely from the others�
However� when conducting the iterative Friedman procedure on the measure which is ranked �rst
by the group of labor economists� one �nds that for �� measures following on subsequent ranks�
the last being �deregulation of small businesses�� one cannot reject the null hypothesis of equality�
These �� measures include all measures of the top list of Table � except �decentralization of wage
bargaining� which is favored by the GLM sample� Similar weak results follow for the public
�nance experts ��	 measures being equal and �more subsidies for R� D� being the last one� and
for the international macro group ��� equal measures and �reduction of corporate taxes� just being
included�� For comparison� the top list includes only �� measures if all groups are combined�
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General statements

In the general statement section of the questionnaire we asked for the degree of agreement using
an ordinal scale� For their analysis ranking is not a useful approach as the level of agreement with
each statement being of immediate interest here would be eliminated� We therefore have to resort
to simple location measures such as mode� median or mean� So far we have not used such location
measures since for their interpretation to be useful one has to assume that all subjects perceive
the ordinal scale in exactly the same way� It is the advantage of the ranking methods to avoid this
assumption� For a meaningful interpretation of the mean one has additionally to assume that the
ordinal scale represents a hidden linear scale� We therefore only present medians�

For the GLM and the EEA samples the medians are displayed in Figure �� They are found not
to di�er much across samples� The �rst �ve statements focus on identifying the main causes of
current German mass unemployment� The EEA survey participants rather strongly agree with
blaming high real wages as the main cause� The GLM survey participants exhibit only average
agreement� Both samples show medium agreement with relating the labor market problems mainly
with de�cient supply conditions and the welfare state� There is low agreement with identifying
unemployment with de�cient demand or too little product market competition� These responses
are consistent with those on the single measures� Policies related to the latter two causes do not
play a role in the top list of Table � presented above�

Despite the existence of useful measures for reducing the burden of unemployment� the participants
in the two surveys agree only weakly with the sixth statement by which it is possible to reduce
unemployment by �� within four years� However� one �nds medium agreement to the existence
of a tradeo� between �ghting unemployment and poverty which politicians face�

In Germany there has been a long debate on various modes of work sharing schemes� While there is
complete rejection across samples to combining such scheme with full wage compensation� the GLM
survey participants are more in favor of measures than the EEA respondents if full compensation
is avoided�

The last three statements have a somewhat broader view� across samples unemployment is seen
more as an economic than a social problem whereas the political aspect lies in between� In any
case� all three aspects are of importance in dealing with the German unemployment situation�

Splitting the samples in subgroups as above may show some of the variability in each sample� As
before� by interpreting such subgroup results one is easily mislead due to the small number of
subjects in each group� Such interpretations may quickly turn out to be spurious since there is no
statistical procedure here to safeguard us against noise �tting�

� Final Remarks

In this study we collect information on what economists would suggest for reducing German un

employment� This was done by conducting a detailed survey at two conferences of di�erent kind�
One was a small conference attended by leading experts on the German labor market organized
at Humboldt University in August ����� the other one was the ���� Meeting of the European
Association� Despite the di�erent nature of these conferences and despite a low response rate on
the latter� we are able to statistically identify a set of measures that is viewed superior to the
remaining ones independently of the survey chosen� This set is listed in Table �� In a similar way�
the responses allow to identify a set of measures that should be avoided� They are listed in Table ��
These lists were obtained by recursively applying the Friedman test which is based on individual
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rankings of survey participants� This procedure substantially decreases the danger of data mining
which is inherent in simple descriptive methods such as comparing medians� Moreover� in contrast
to the latter methods� it avoids the assumption that subjects perceive the scale in the questionnaire
in exactly the same way�

A surprising �nding of our study in light of the limitations of both surveys is the strong agreement
on what to do and what not to do� whereas the survey respondents propose a selective set of
institutional reforms and supply side measures� demand management measures are unambiguously
judged as ine!cient in solving Germany�s unemployment problem� One may take the similarity in
results among the surveys as a hint that the selection bias underlying each survey is not dominating
our results� It is for that reason that we believe that the presented results are useful�

However� in order to keep the questionnaire tractable� we did not ask for an evaluation of com

bination of measures explicitly� Therefore it may be possible� that while measures are ine�ective
as stand alone policies� they may still be useful to support other reforms� Moreover� to make the
results more robust we can only encourage others to conduct similar surveys at other locations�
conferences or the like�

Endnotes

� It has been initiated by Klaus F� Zimmermann at the IZA in Bonn in October ����� The
declaration is available at the WWW address �www�iza�org��

� A detailed description of the Friedman test with respect to the present application can be
found for example in Lehmann ����� Chapter ���
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 Appendix: German Labor Market Problems: Survey
 This survey is conducted among all registered participants of the EEA 1998 meeting in Berlin. It
is organized by Michael Burda, Stefan Profit and Rolf Tschernig, all members of the National
Research Center (Sonderforschungsbereich 373) on "Quantification and Simulation of Economic
Processes" at the Humboldt University in Berlin. Please return the questionnaire in one of the
ballot-boxes at the information desk or in the paper request room. The organizers thank you very
much for your participation.
 The unemployment rate in Germany (ILO basis) is currently more than 10%. Assuming you were
interested in reducing unemployment from its current high level, how would you judge the
effectiveness of the following policy measures?
  

 Measures
 Effectiveness
 0=ineffective,

 4=most effective

 Particularly
relevant for
New States

   0  1  2  3  4  
  Tax  reduction measures:       
  • reduction of income taxes  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • reduction of corporate taxes  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • reduction of social security contributions (payroll tax)  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • reform of state pension system  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • reduction of consumption taxes  �  �  �  �  �  �

  Reform of the social safety net       
  • reduction of unemployment benefit levels  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • reduction of social assistance levels  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • stricter administration of unemployment benefits, lower benefit periods  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • enhanced monitoring of unemployed  �  �  �  �  �  �

  Deregulation and growth policies       
  • more subsidies for R&D  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • more public investment for education and training  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • more infrastructure investment  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • more subsidies for small business  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • deregulation of small businesses  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • deregulation of capital markets (e.g. access venture capital)  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • privatization of public enterprises  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • competition policy/increased international competition  �  �  �  �  �  �

  Wages       
  • reduction of overall real wages  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • increased dispersion of wages  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • increased decentralization of wage bargaining  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • increased centralization of wage bargaining  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • introduction of profit-sharing schemes  �  �  �  �  �  �

  Labor market regulation/reform       
  • abolition of firing restrictions  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • abolition of severance pay  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • deregulation/promotion of part-time work  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • reduction of (standard) weekly hours  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • incentives for discouragement of overtime hours  �  �  �  �  �  �

  Active labor market policies       
  • increase subsidies for low wage earners  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • increase in training and qualification programs  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • increase in public employment programs  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • increase in tax and subsidies policies promoting self-employment  �  �  �  �  �  �

  Aggregate demand policies       
  • more expansionary fiscal policy  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • more expansionary monetary policy  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • an exchange rate depreciation  �  �  �  �  �  �
  • increased macroeconomic policy coordination at European level  �  �  �  �  �  �



 
 

 General Statements

 Do you strongly agree (4) or strongly disagree (0) with the
 following statements

 Strongly
agree=4
Strongly

disagree=0

   0  1  2  3  4
  High unemployment in Germany is mostly due to deficient demand  �  �  �  �  �

 
  High unemployment in Germany is due to poor supply side policies  �  �  �  �  �

 
  High unemployment in Germany is due to high real wages  �  �  �  �  �

 
  High unemployment in Germany is due to the welfare state  �  �  �  �  �

 
  High unemployment in Germany is due to inadequate product

      market competition
 

 �  �  �  �  �
 

  It is possible to reduce unemployment by 50 per cent within four years  �  �  �  �  �
 

  There is a tradeoff between fighting unemployment and poverty  �  �  �  �  �
 

  Work sharing with full wage compensation is the solution to Germany's
      labor market problems
 

 �  �  �  �  �

  Work sharing without full wage compensation is the solution to
      Germany's labor market problems
 

 �  �  �  �  �
 

  Unemployment is primarily an economic problem in Germany  �  �  �  �  �
 

  Unemployment is primarily a political problem in Germany  �  �  �  �  �
 

  Unemployment is primarily a sociological problem in Germany  �  �  �  �  �
 

 
 
 

 Personal Questions
• Age:  � <30  � 30−39  � 40−49  � ≥ 50

• Sex:  � Female  � Male   

• Country of Residence:   

 � Academic  Position:  

 � Non-academic  Profession:

• Field of Expertise (e.g.
Labor Economist):

The results of this survey will be made accessible on the webpage of the National Research
Center (Sonderforschungsbereich 373) on "Quantification and Simulation of Economic
Processes" at the Humboldt University in Berlin.(http://sfb.wiwi.hu-berlin.de/lmsurvey.htm) in
due time.

Thank you again for your participation!
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